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Stick with the comedies if you can came to the conclusion that those
find a good one. The experience isn't who watched a comedy left. the theas disturbing as some of the dangers
ater feeling more relaxed and less
floating around out there.
tense than those who saw movies
-That's my advice after seeing the, .. .with violence.,V.iewers whc.saw.vio-:
film, Fargo. I consider myself a film lent films. reported feelings of anxi, fan.and like the work of Joeland
ety and restlessness. ,,""'" " .....,,"~ "(
"IEthanCoen. The movie came highly
Maybe it was one of thevillains r
recommended so I thought it would ...,·.~stuffingbis dead ~',jI,~:>.Q9illt~"
.ig.t.91L,
be a safe bet.
. wodchuck that did.it.for me. It is
I have to admit up front no one
hard to get over the visual of a man's
loves special effects and gun fights
leg sticking out of a machine that
more than me. I'm a suckerfor
has chewed the rest of him up and
action and adventure movies.
spat the tiny pieces into the snow.
Dramas and thrillers are also right up My girlfriend handled it much better.
my alley. However, there is a point
She didn't seem disturbed at all.
at which, most of us start to feel
However, I have to hand it to the
uncomfortable and squirm in our
Coen brothers when it comes to
seats. I was doing that by the second character development. lean almost
half of the movie.
overlook the violence for this. Tho
I didn't find the violence itself
movie is full of quirky and unusual
particularly disturbing. It was how
people. None of them, including the
the violence was portrayed that made police, seem too bright.
me cringe. Seeing a man get the side
Viewers looking for a kinder, genof his face laid open by a gun shot
tier film should probably pass on
and bleeding for the last twenty min- Fargo. Babe would be the type of
utes of the film was more than I bar- film more placid and settled viewers
gained for. ,
should see.
Psychologists conducted studies
on the effects movies have on viewers. Administering pre-tests and
Adam Rush
post-tests o~ movie viewers, they
I
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The Arbiter is the officialstudent,newspaperof BoiseState University.Its mission is to provide a
forum for the discussionof issuesimpactingthe campus and the community.The Arbner's budget
consistsof fees paid by students of BSUand advertisingsales. It is distributed to the campus and
communityon Wednesdaysduring the schoolyear. The first copy is free, additional copies are S1
. each, payable at TheArbiteroffices.
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"Dr. Button is a truly outstanding physical educator,
ty member since 1964.
teacher
and role model for our profession," said Glenn
The sociology faculty raised the funds by donating
Potter,
associate
dean of BSU's College of Education.
their teaching fees for continuing education telecourses
"His time, commitment and dedicated efforts behind
and assembling an introductory reader sold to students.
the scenes have provided great opportunities and beneThe scholarship's first recipient is Jeremy Maxand,
Boise State's Volunteer Services Board is pleased to
fits formany students antl professional educators;"
a senior sociology major from Wrangell, Ak. Maxand
announce the·1996 Volunteer Recognition Ceremony
The National Association for Sport and Physical
has served for several years as the director of the a,!~ufrom 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m, April 25 in the SUB
Education is the largest ofsixassociafi6iis'ofltie'''al
COllege
ofS6dal
Sciences
arid
Public
Affairs
st~
Bishop Barnwell Room.
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
dent conference. He recently was named head of the
The Volunteer Services Board is the official volunRecreation and Dance.
BSU Student Programs Board for 1996-97.
teer referral agency for Boise State University:
Through a.system of referral lists and personal contacts, VSB annually provides hundreds of students with
opportunities to gain career experience and personal
growth through volunteering and assisting with special
needs at more than 100 agencies on the BSU campus
and in the Boise community.
Dr. D. Keith Bishop, director of transplant
Sherman Button, a proThe Volunteer Recognition Ceremony is an annual
immunology
at the University of Michigan School of '
fessor of health, physical
ceremony that honors the BSU students and organizaMedicine,
will
discuss "Transplant induced T-Cell
education
and
recreation
tions that have donated their timeand energy to volunResponses of Mice and Men" at 3:30 p.m, Friday in the
at Boise State University
teering in the Boise community. Featuring a keynote
Education Building Room 109 at Boise State
was honored recently in
speech by BSU President Charles Ruch and award preUniversity. Admission is free.
Atlanta, Ga., with the
sentations by David Taylor, vice president for student
The major focus of Bishop's research for the last 5
National
Association
for
affairs.
years has been cardiac transplant rejection. By learning
Sport and Physical
the process of rejection, Bishop hopes the process can
Education's Joy of Effort
be altered. To learn the process, Bishop uses a mouse
Award.
model and applies the knowledge to human situations.
"The award is given in
The mouse system is a very good model of what acturecognition of those indially goes on in humans.
viduals who by perforA 1982 graduate of Boise State University, Bishop
Sherman
Button
mance
and
style
have
perCollege professors are accustomed to handing out
is
among
three winners of the 1996 Distinguished
sonified concept that the
grades, tests and course schedules. This spring, howevAlumni
Award.
He earned a doctorate in immunology
effort made to enrich the operation and objectives of
er, six members of the Sociology Department gave
from Washington State University and did postdoctoral
physical
education
and
sport
is
a
labor
of
love,
inspired
something a little different 10 one of their students-a
training in transplantation immunology at The Ohio
by commitment and dedication," a spokesperson for
new scholarship.
State University School of Medicine, then joined the
NASPEsaid.
It took 12 years but Richard Baker, Robert Corbin,
faculty of medicine in the cardiac transplant unit at the
One of Button's students, BSU alumni Keith Lewis,
Pat Dorman, Steven Patrick and Michael Blain raised
University of Utah School of Medicine.
.
presented the award at NASPE's Hall of Fame'
more than $10,000 to establish a scholarship in honor
Banquet.
...
of Martin Scheffer, BSU's fir~!.~?c.i?l.ogis~ andafacul-

Students honored for
volunteer efforts

Professor receives
""Immunologist to' give
national honor for serVice ledure on T-cells April 26

Sociology professors team
up to award scholarship

.
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The Arbiter invites students to ioin the
1996-97 newspaper staff (yes, we pay).
We're looking for receptionists, staff
writers, section editors,photographers
and graphic artists. Summer work is also
available. Applications are available at
The Arbiter's plush basement, located
below the Women's (enter at University
Drive and Michigan Street.

The Arbiter
THE SOURCE FOR NEWS AT
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
.:
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Crime Log
,

AprilS -

"

.

.
.

theft, 1190 University Drive; trespassing,

1700 University Drive
April 7 -driving
while suspended" Campus Lane;
minor consumption of beer, Bronco
Stadium Parking Lot; malicious iniury to
property, SUB Parking Lot; burglary,
Education Building
April 12 malicious iniury to property, west side
. of Bronco Stadium
April 13 -- possessionof mariiuana, 1421 Campus Lane
April 14 - driving while suspended, Campus Lane
and Theatre Lane
April 16 - theft, 2303 Campus Lane; theft, Library
April 18 ~ theft, Education Building; grand theft,
'Education Building

.
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Wed. April 24" $5.00
Texas Blues Godfather
W. C. Clark

Student fees to rise 8.5
percent in 1996·97

Fri. & Sat. April 261k & 271k
Duffy Bishop, Undo Hornbuckle & Paulette Davis
Portland Women in Rhythm & Blues
& The all-star Portland Band

Sun. April 281•
music at 8:00 - no cover
The·breadbeiils~·····

..·

Board of Education approved the following fee
increases:
MATRICULATION
FEE: $41 for full-time
students/$2 per credit hour for part-time students.
RECREATION
ACTIVITY
FEE: $12 for
full-time students/80 cents per credit hour for
part-time students.
.,
COMPUTERIZED
STUDENT SUPPORT
SYSTEM FEE: $4 for full-time students/50
cents per credit hour for part-time students.
INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICS FEE:
$3.50' for full-time students/50 cents per credit
hour for part-time students.
SCHOLARSHIP
FEE: $1 for full-time stu-

Sun. Tues. & Wed.

S1.25 ·domestic pints
345-6605

Opening Mlltf 2,t~d come do~n and see the "Ul'!l'i"('8!

ji

The latest ~tt1'0 and "iJltll~'( clothing with environment
and accessories
('&qdki<;.

to match.

(~,.~<;Gtl) It<i&llq~.

ifr(.(· Waull,3t aU

B"I),I. &qd ~-ieli'&llqlil

d~1

Located in Old Boise: 1065. 6th St, 388-8752

time students.

The State Board of Education approved a plan
Ruch did not propose the 3.5 percent resirecommended byBSU President Charles Ruch
dence hall r~m an~ board rate increase. .
_
. ""on April 19 to hike studenHees.8;5 percent>- •. .. " JS.1~1!s.~~~~.
£~rtl~ !?:~~n!_~:~ll.r .President of
ASBSU President Jeff Klaus said the State
the State Board of Education, formed a'sub:com:- .---

Streetwise with Cyndie Lee
Mon. April 29'·

1010·Main Street·

full-time students/$ 1.50 per credit hour for part-

_by Victor Whitman

$6.00

$2.25 -premium pints
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dents.
.RECREATION

ACTIVITY

FEE: $17 for

Conflict Management Services
facilitates dispute resolution
by Kate Neil~ Bell
Conflict Management Services-a
new 25member student group-facilitates
a process that
helps BSU students, faculty and staff resolve
their disputes. Many of the student members are
enrolled in BSU's dispute resolution certificate
program, in which they learn negotiation ana
mediation skills to help individuals resolve their
differences.
The courts, corporations and the government
have found that dispute resolution is a promising
alternative to. costly litigation. Three students
have already completed the certificate program,
which is now in its third semester. Twenty students are in the advanced stages of the program,

Join the Army Reserve as a qualified
LPN and earn over $8,000 annually in pay
and education benefits-all for part-time
work. Even better, you'll receive a $5,000
bonus and an accelerated promotion.
You may earn up to $48,500 in pay and
education benefits during a standard
enlistment-all for part-time work.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

1..s0~235..2769 ext.321
BE ALL YOU CAN DE,-

ARMY RESERVE

mittee at the meeting
to lobby the state
Legislature for more funding.
"The goal [of the sub-committee]
is to convince the state Legislature ofthe need for more
funding for higher education," Klaus said.
Klaus believes that the university will continue to hike fees to generate revenue without additional funding from the state. "We will be in the
same position we are in this year," he said.
This year, BSU's 8.5 percent proposal was the
lowest in Idaho. Klaus said the State Board of
Education passed fee increases of 9.2 percent and9.9 percent at the U of I and ISU respectively.
In 'addition to approving the fee increases, the
State Board of Education approved the $2.6 million 150-acre land deal for a future satel1ite campus in Canyon County, Klaus said .

and 40 are in the beginning.
Free of charge,
Conflict
Management
Services helps resolve neighborhood
disputes,
such as a neighbor's barking dog or problems
with a roommate or landlord. Club president
Randy Reese said the group also deals with conflicts between facuIty and students. To assist in
resolution, members of Conflict Management
Services facilitate a process for people to come
to their own conclusions. Acting as a mediator,
members keep the communication process going
between two people who are in conflict. Reese said he hopes the group will be an
ASBSU-recognized
student organization in the
fall. The group meets at 7 p.m. on the first and
third Tuesdays
of each month in the SUB
Boyington Room.

Remodeling of LA Building
postponed until summer
by Victor Whitman
Complaints fr~m ~tud.ents, fa~ulty and staff compelled the university architects to postpone a job to
replace the ceramic tiles In the Liberal Arts Building until the summer.
Park Town Construction, a Nampa construction firm, will resume the state-funded $105,000 job
when classes and exams are over, says David Cooper, associate architect for BSU.
~um.or had it that the fir~ had walked off the Lob. In fact, says Cooper, both parties agreed to extend
the Job I~to the summer. Thisway, the construction would not disrupt classes.
'!'he firm won a $91,000 bid for a 60 day job beginning March 18-the first day of spring break. But
project de~ays ~orced the company. and the university to' renegotiate the figure to $105,000.
The university has set no deadline for completion of the project, Cooper says.
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ASBSU Senator

Adding the extra-days to the beginning of the
by Kate Neilly Bell
school year won't cost the school too much
Man~mgEa,~~~,~~--------money, said Thomson, because it is already up
ASBSU Sen.vat-Large
T.J. Thomson will and running by that time;
present a resolution to the senate this week to
Theplan would not conflict with high school
extend the Thanksgiving holiday to five days.
and. grade school schedules. Thomson said the
His proposal calls for three days to be added start dates of local schools are all different
to the beginning of the school year.
already.
Thomson will present a resolution to the
Thomson has placed petitions at the resi________
~_SBS~_Senate for appr()valthis week. He will dencehalls and in the student organization
present to·-proposafioihe Calendar
offices-andlras-co1lected-approximately250-srg---"
in November. The committee has already set the natures so far, but he's shooting for 500 to'
calendar for 1996-97, but he hopes the change 1,000. Students who are interested in joining
could be effective for 1997-98.
forces with Thomson to gather signatures can
find him in the ASBSU Senate offices.

COmmitiee--

Jaywalkers, motorists beware
Campus Police to get serious
A plan to crack down on jaywalking and drivers cruising through occupied crosswalks is
currently being designed in the office of the
Campus Police.
"The problem is two-fold," said Sergeant
Dick Kersting. "We have jaywalking across
University Drive, and drivers are regularly running through crosswalks:"
As a first step, Kersting has asked the State
Highway Department to-,install five; 'new' crosswalks on University Drive. The new crosswalks

would be located near the Liberal Arts Building,
across from the LDS Institute Building, near the
Math/Geosciences
Building, across from
Bronco Stadium, and near Capitol Boulevard.
"I understand why students jaywalk," said
Kersting. "They're in a hurry to get to class, and
they have to wait so long for the lights-especiallyat Lincoln and University."
Kersting said students have a two-week grace
period. Kersting will announce the crackdown
in' The Arbiter the first week, The next week,
campus police will issue warnings to both jaywalkers and motorists. The"third week.ulckets
will be issued.

I,"

Young will be missed by more
than Mathematics Department
by Asencion Ramirez

5

pushes University

5-day Turkey break

by Diana Caldwell

NEWS

knew.
Young is not missed only by the Mathematics
Department. Part-time Spanish professor Rosario
Beagarie remembered the doctor as being a "very
positive man." Beagarie had the opportunity to
take classes from Young as she worked toward her
degree.
"I had low self-esteem," recalled Beagarie, who
was learning to speak English at the time. Young's
efforts, methods and attitude helped Beagarie feel
more at ease and pass his mlithclass.
"He was willing to try different ways [of.teaching]. He wasn't limited," said Beagarie.
Donations are being accepted by the BSU
Foundation for the Jerry Young Memorial
Scholarship.

tightens fee
refund policy
by Victor Whitman
--- - A tough~Lrl:fu.I1~.PQlicy'
wUI~e impl~_~~~~ by Boise
State at the beginning of the fall 1996 semester .. -------. 'In addition to giving students less time to collect a 100
percent refund of their fees, BSU will charge students a $25
administrative fee for withdrawing completely from the university-a $15 increase from the spring 1996 semester.
In past years, students could collect a 100 percent refund
of their fees during the first two weeks of class. However,
BSU would refund special fees (supply fees, art fees, etc.)
only on the first day of class.
.
Beginning Aug. 26, 1996-the first day of fall semester
c1asses-a student will have fivedays tocollect a full
refund -.On the second week, the student will lose 50 percent
of the fees to BSU. But students can pick up a full refund of
special fees during the first 2 weeks.
Cashier's Office manger Leslie Pass said student fees
partially pay for courses, administration costs and other student services. When students pay fees, the university funnels the money into various accounts.
"(If students are going to withdraw), the university hopes
more students will do the drop before 5 days," said Pass;
She added that BSU wants to maximize student enrollment
by the 10th day of class.
On the 10th day of a semester, the State Board of
'Education counts student enrollment; This count determines
the amount of funding the university will receive from the
__.state,......•~.,~.;~"_
..,.._.._
,.... ..- ~~_.." •. --~~:_-::.._--~•.:...•.- .•_ ..
ASBSU President Jeff Klaus thinks the new refund poli.cy-is a bad.idea."When this proposal wasmade..byjhe.uni.
versity cabinet, I vigorously opposed it."
Klaus believes the new system does not give students
enough time to decide about the course material or the quality of the professors. "A student taking a night class has
only one class to decide," he said.
A system locking a student into unwanted courses after
only five days sends the wrong message to the student population-the consumer, Klaus said.
If a student withdraws before 5 days, more students on
the waiting list for courses can step into the classes, Pass
c1aimed.BSU would then beat the 10-day count for funding
from the state.
.
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ife On Campus ...
Towers Hall
Towers Hall presents an environment where you can live with all of your friends .
..This uniquely designed facility offers quad occupancy rooms and private

bathrooms. You c~_~hgQ.~~!~ !!y_e~ina coed, all-male or all-female community.
Towers provides residents with a full kitchen, game room, computer lab (with
Internet access), and adjacent athletic courts. This livingllearningenvironll).enl
is the ideal place for the more social student.

T. J. Thomson, a
first yror student,
is a member of the
Rtsidmce HAil
Association ,udicin.1
Board and is the
Towers Hall .
President and a
Smator-llt-Lnrge
for tire Assotiated
Sir/dents of Boise
Stote Uniwrsitl/.
T. J. is fro'" Idaho
Falls. Idaho.

All of the halls have •••
Air Conditioning

Internet Access
Voice Mail

Security Staff
Computer Labs
Basic Cable Service
-,..I,

'-Ii

Game Rooms
Live In Staff
Contact SlUdenl Residential Ufe 81 38S3986 formore Infonnation or 10 tour the
halls. You can pick up an application
now.

chose to live in Towers because it was a great opportunity

I

to

.

meet a lot of people and get involved in many activities.
. There are always dances, movies, and 'special events to go to
and enjoy. The food is great at the Table Rock Cafe. There are

.

• MW'~ a lot OfO~OM

10choose from. U"ng in the halls is

also a great benefit to my education. There is always a friend to help
me with my studies. Iwould encourage everyone planning to attend
Boise State University to live in the residence halls- come on and join

WWWAddress:
hup:/lbsuhousing.idbsu.edulsrll
housing.html

thefunl"

The Arbiter invi te s students to join the 1996-97
new sp ape r st a f f (yes, we pay). We' reI 0 0 kin g for
r e c e p t ion i st s, s t a f f wr i t e r s, sec t ion e d ito r s, ph 0 tog r ap h e r san d grap hi car tis t s. Sum iller w 0 r k i sal s 0 a v a ilable. Applications
are available at The Arbiter's'
plush basement,
located below the Women's
Center
at University
Drive and Michigan Street.

·lhe Arbiter
.
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-AluMniiAssociation ~namesTopJel1-ScluJlarsThe Boise State University Alumni Association has
announced the recipients of its prestigious-Top 10
Scholar awards. The awards will be presented at a banquet April 25 at the Crystal Ballroom in the Hoff
Building, downtown Boise.
Top Ten Scholars are graduating seniors who represent a cross-section of the university. Students are nominated for the award by faculty members. A committee
of faculty and students review the nominees' resumes
and transcripts before making a selection. The 1996 Top
Ten Scholars and the faculty members they have selected to honor are:

,
1,J

I

1
P,
·-1

Jason "Brooks" Aberg,Boise, is a senior majoring
in exercise science and
prephysical therapy. He is
a member of the Phi
Kappa Phi honor society,
and the Hui-O-Aloha
Club, and is vice president
of the Volleyball Club. He
has been named to the
dean's list with highest
honors for 10 semesters
and is an All-American
Scholar. He is a recipient of the Mclsirney Scholarship
and is a BSU Leadership Quest participant. He is listed
in "Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges
and Universities."
Honored faculty member: Sherman G. Button, professor of health, physical education & recreation.
Renee Kindler, Boise,
is a senior nursing major.
She is a member of the
National Student Nurses
"Association,
,and "Phi
Kappa Phi honor society..
She has been' named to the
dean's list with highest
honors for six semesters.
She is a recipient of Victor
H. Duke, Friends
of
Nursing
and HaugseCossey
scholarships.
Kindler works as a pharmacy technician
at SI.
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center.
Honored faculty member: Nancy Otterness, professor
of nursing
Laurie Bower, Boise, is
a senior
majoring
in
English with a writing
emphasis. She is a member
of the Phi Kappa Phi
honor society and is the
winner of the Phi Kappa
Phi Writing Contest. She
has been named to the
dean's list with highest
honors for three semesters.
She is a member of the
Sigma-Tau Delta national
English honors society,
BSU H?nors Student
Association and English Majors' Association. She is a
recipient of the Morley Nelson Western Studies
Scholarship
and Elmer Keith Western Studies
Scholarship. She has participated in the BSU Leadership
Quest program.
Honored faculty member: Helen Lojek, professor of
English.

Jason Ellsworth, Boise,
is a senior international
business major with a
Spanish minor. He is a
recipient
of Anthony
Robert Scott and BSy
management department
scholarships.
He is a
member of the Phi Kappa
Phi honor society and the
Honors
Student.
Association, and serves as
financial officer of the
Volunteer Services Board. He was named .to the dean's
list with highest honors for four semesters. Ellsworth is
a student research assistant in the BSU international
business program.
Honored faculty member: Nancy Napier, professor of
management.
Myra Flitcroft, Boise, is
a senior physics major.
She is a recipient
of
American Nuclear Society,
Virginia Baird Memorial
and BSU physics department scholarships. She is a
member of the Phi Kappa
Phi honor society. She has
been a summer intern at
Michigan State University,
the
National
Su per con due tin g
Cyclotron Laboratory, and University of Tennessee at
Knoxville and Oak Ridge national laboratories. Flitcroft
is a lab instructor in the BSU physics department.
Honored faculty member: Richard Reimann, professor of physics.
Fong
Chee
Koh,
Malaysia, is a senior biology major. She is vice president of Phi Kappa Phi
honor society, and is a
member
of
the
International
Student
- Association
and BSU
Honors Society. She has
participated in Leadership
Quest.She is a recipient of
a BSU dean's, health science and Venning PreMed scholarships. She received the American Collegiate
Award and the National Collegiate Medical Profession"
Award. She has been named to the national dean's list
and BSU dean's list with highest honors.
Honored faculty member: Wallace Kay, professor of
English and associate director of the honors program.
Dan McKay, of Boise,
is a senior with a double
major in history and political science. Hehas been
named to the dean's list
and is a recipient of the
Alice H. Hatton U.S.
History Scholarship. He is
a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, Phi Alpha Theta, an
honors' history organization, the pre-law society
,', "
and the .Phi Sigma Alpha
political-sc!enc:c hOIlC)Jschapter. He works parttirne at

Albertson's.
Honored faculty member: Allan Fletcher, professor
of history.
Rebecca Phillips, Boise,
is a senior accounting
major. She is a member of
the BSU Arthur Andersen
Tax Challenge
Team,
Business
Policy Game
Team and served on' the
College of Business and
Economics promotion and
tenure committee. She is a
recipient
of, Anthony
Robert Scott Memorial,
Deloitte
&
Touche,
McBirney, Cooper Norman CPA, Newmont Gold Corp.,
Soroptimist, Nevada CPA and Langroisescholarships.
She is a member of Phi Kappa Phi honors society and
the Beta Alpha Psi accounting organization.
Honored faculty member: Susan Bates, adjunct faculty in accounting
Tiffany Seeley, Ashton,
is a senior majoring in
communication/English.
She is a 1994 regional
debate champion and has,
been a judge in numerous
debate contests. She was
one of five showcased
speakers at Pi Kappa Delta
Nationals. She received a
national superior distinction in persuasive speaking andextemporaneous
speaking and national 'excelled distinction in impromptu
speaking. She is a member of the BSU's third-place
national forensics team and a member of the 'Northwest
conference speech and debate team. She has been named
to the dean's list for eight-semesters. She is a member of
Phi Kappa Delta, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Tau Delta,
United Methodist Students and Voices of Faith for
Human Rights. Seeley is BSU assistant forensics coach.
Honored faculty member: Marty Most, professor of
communication.
.Justine
Aberg,
Mountain
Home, is a
senior majoring inexercise science, prephysical
therapy and pre-medicine.
She is a member of the Phi
Kappa Phi honor society
and Hui-O-Aloha
Club.
She has been named to the
dean's list with highest
honors for 10 semesters.
She is a recipient of the
Mcnirney'SCholarshipand
is a BSU Leadership Quest participant. She is listed in
"Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges
and Universities." Her campus' activitiesincludemembership in theBSU PE Majors' Club and the' BSU
National Youth Sports Program. She has beena volunteer with the BSU Well ness Center, Rake-Up Boise,
Boise River Festival, Into the Streets; St. Alphonsus
Regional Medical Center and lOcal fun runs.
'
Honored faculty member: Steve R. Wallace, professor of health, physical education and recreation.
'
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Telling the difference between a rainbow troutonda chinClok
, salmon sounds like a no-brainer-obout as toug~ os distinguishing
a semi from a Subaru, right?8ut while on adult chinook that weighs '
in ot20 pounds plus and a rai~bow that fits three to th~frypon bear
little resemblance, it's a different story with young salmon.
In spring, chinook smolts get on urge to leavet~e region's small
streams and head down to the Pacific Ocean. At this life stage they
could easily pass for rainbow troul. Salmon smalls run about four
inches in length and are strikingly similar in shope and color to their '
trout cousins.
For anglers, knowing the difference is crucial. This time of year,
the fishing season is open on many waters for rainbow trout, but
there is no open season at any time for young chinook salmon.
Snoke River chinook are listed as on Endangered Species. The runs
have declined nearly to the point of extinction, due primarily to high
mortality of juvenile salmon during mainstream river passage.
The tail prOVides the quickest identifier. The toilfin of a rainbow
trout is squared off with only a moderate fork, while the tailfin of a
chinook smoltis deeply forked.
Other identifiers include parr marksUhe large spots on the sides
of the fish) and anal fin rays. Located on the underside of the fish
near the toil, the anal fin of a young chinook has 140r morerays.
The anal fin of a rainbow trout has 12 or fewer rays. Parr marks are
oblong-shaped on a chinook, while the parr marks on a rainbow
trout are almost round and smaller.
If you catch a young chinook salmon, carefully remove the hook
and release it. If the fish isdeep·hooked, don'ttfy to remove the
hook; instead, cut the Ii~e and let it go. Research shows this method
-doubles ,the survival of a deep-hooked fish:
.
If you' are unsure of the species of a fish, release it.

by RhettInnnar

. c'

be shot in the Sel~rkecasYstemin ' [hllp:/ /www.state.id.us/fishgame/fi
shgame.html]. Paper booklets should
'Grizzly poaching"
OdJ:bear wa~:fitled Witha radio
1995. The first was a yearling ,
female killed northwest of.Bonners be on the shelves shortly before May'
under investigation
transmitler collarond released at'
1, when the application period for
State and federal wildlife officials Kaniksu MountaIn neoi the Canadian Ferry in May 1995. Allen·Johnson' , controlledelk, deer and antelope
said these losses are a serious threat
in Idaho and Washington have
border. Aradio tracking flight on
hunts begin.
potential witneSS8sond a ·person of' Od. 27 located the grizz~ near the to the Selkirk grizzly population.
Other recent additions to the
Carris
asking
anyon"
with
knowl·
interest" in their investigatiooofo'
.release site. When intensive air and
IDFGhomepage
include regional
edgeof the inci~~,~tto contacthimot
griZZlypoaching in the Selkirk ,
grQ~pdlad,icrti:gddng on Nov.1
links,
noriresident
license applica·
Mountains, bUlfhey would libmore ,failedto locatllthe bear, wildlifeoffi· 448·2302, Holdenat (509)447·
4435 or Parker at (509) 928·6050. '. tions,1996landowner preference
help from the public.'
cerssuspededpoaching.'
rules, hunting unit map, Arrest
Idaho's and Washington's state,·Washington
Wildlifeagent Ted
Digestand tlirkey regulations.
'wildlife agencies are~90p~r!t!ng
Holden and Idaho Conservation
Internet users can find a wealth of
with the USAsh and WildlifeService ' Officer Don Carr',workedtogether to
information
about fishing, hunting
to probe the poaching of a 2.5.year- determine that the grizzly was killed Big game rules
, and current regulations
on the IDFG
old male griZZly.The illegal killing
in the vicinity of Granite Pass ilt' '
homepoge.
available
on
Internet
apparently took place last fall. The
Washington and then taken for disYo,surfersl The 1996 Idaho big
bear was killed in the Selkirk bear
posal across the border into Idaho.
recovery areOiwhich takes ill parts
Special agent Larry Keeney of the US game hunting regulations are now
available on the Idaho Deportment Snake River Alliance
of northeastern Washington and
Ash and WildlifeService said there
northern Idaho.
may have been violations of state
of Ash and Game's Internet home- , attacks latest
USAsh and WildlifeService spe- law in both states in addition to vio- page. The rule booklet in traditional
paper form is still in the printing and shipment plan
cial agent Roger Parker said the
lations of the federal Endangered
bear was shot sometime between
Species Ad and the LaceyAd, which mailing process.
The federal Deportment of
Hunters anxious to get their '
Od. 27 and Nov.1, 1995. Parker
governs the interstate transport of
Energyconsiders Idaho to be a
hands on the regulations before they potential home for over 200 tons of
said t~e bear was known locally and unlawfully taken wildlife.
are printed and shipped to vendors
the "Nordman bear," since it was
Brian Allen·Johnson, ecosystem
bomb·grade plutonium and uranium,
live-trapped near Nordmon, Idaho,
conservation officer with IDFG,said can find them at
accordingto
a recently released
this is the second grizzly known to

Will the real rainbow trout
please rise?

ARBITER

dra~'E~virol1mental impact
Statement DctldcihoallSwant that
deadly materiol, plus the additional'
nUdeOfWlJ$tefro", its possible processing,to be here for an unknown
number of years?
"Thlrvasfmajority ofos don't,"
said Mlmael Jones of the Snake
, RIverAlliance.'
,.
, ',"This,is not a partisan issue,"
added Jones:. ·Weshouldall ask our
political leaders t05upport Idahoons
and our desire riot to become a
. nuclear bomb material processing
center or de facto depository."
" is unclear how the nuclear
was:e agreement between state and
federal officials signed lost Od. will
affedthls latest DOEn~dear plan.
"We applaud Governor Ball for
realizing his constituents wont him to
oppose this development. But DOE
proposals like this show that nuclear
deals must be conducted openly and
be approved by the voters, not done
in political back rooms."

Juvenile Chinook Salmon

Large spots occur
-on back

Parr marks arelarqe,
oblong shapes

Rainbow Trout
Dorsal fin has distinct.

Anal fin has 12
, orfewer rays

I

Tail fin Is square

lUustralions ~ourtesyofthe Columbia Basin Salmon Enforcement Team
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Vor fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we '
J.' recommend TIAA·CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets-money that
can help make the difference between living and Jiving well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to yourSRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income,so
you start saving on fe,deral and, in most cases, state and local
income: taxes right.away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in ,how painful your tax bill is
every year.

Ensuring the future
for those wbo.hape it,- .

As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
- from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claima-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low," which-means more
of your money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call I 800 842-2888, We'll send you a
complete SRA'information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes ..
Call today-it couldn't hurt.
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per (] pre sent s The Mika

by Tamara A. Cameron
special to The Arbiter
Boise Opera's presentation of The Mikado is a
Gilbert and Sullivan classic not to be missed.
Performances will be April 25, 26 and 27 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Special Events Center.
This comic masterpiece, with its great humor in the
traditional form, has been updated to reflect our society,
with the help of a superbly talented cast.
The Mikado is the most dangerous Gilbert and
Sullivan production, with line after line of scathing
satire about Gilbert's favorite subject: society. Although
set in the supposed Japanese town of Titipu, the lampooning of the British hierarchical system is obvious.
Yet even Gilbert updated his own satire as time went
by. And Boise Opera's version is in keeping with this
practice. The story has been updated by guest director,
Ross Halper, and is truly a light opera for the '90s. It
includes comic reference to some of the "heroes" of our
time, including o.r. Simpson, Bob Packwood, teenagers
and televangelists.
Though the comic elements in this version of The
Mikado might be contemporary, the costuming and set
design are traditional, a decision which will only make

Tho Mikado's Yum Yum and Nonk! Poo (played by Moggio
Simpson and Ryan Olsen)

AMEE OROUMAND/ltlE

AROITER

Tho Mikado's Yum Yum and Nanki Poo (played by Maggie Simpson and Ryan Olsen)
this performance all the more memorable.
In traditional comic opera, music delivers much of
the comedy; in a comic play, this comedy comes
through the dialogue. With comic operetta, though, the
comedy is transmitted through both dialogue and
music-a tall order when it comes to casting.
However, The Mikado is cast perfectly for Gilbert
and Sullivan's humor. This production stars Maggie
Simpson, Ryan Olsen and local favorites Linda Berg
and David Noland (Ruth and The Major General from
last year's production of The Pirates of Pellzallce)-talented performers who project both the musical qualities
of this piece as well as the comedy of the lyrics.
"Singers here are delightful to work with and have
great voices," says three-time guest conductor, Nina
Shuman. As a result, the audience has the opportunity
to enjoy both the comedy of the lyrics and the musicality of the score. "You'll hear it," Shuman says, "'cause
they can sing!"
The Mikado is for the whole family. The humor is
similar to Rocky and Bulwinkle cartoons, which keeps
kids entertained by the antics and plot. And adults are
entertained, in addition, by the incredible satire.
But don't stay home for the moose and the squirrel!
Nothing compares to live comic operetta. And the

Special Events Center is just the intimate location to
bring the fun of a story about a young prince-who falls
in love with a school girl, who is engaged to an old
mad, who has been sentenced to be beheaded for flirting-to life. Don't miss Boise Opera's The Mikado.
Tickets are available through Select-A-Seat and are
$25 for adults, $12 for children.
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On Ihe SIage•••
April 12-27
THE WHALES OF AUGUST at Stage
Coach Theatre (2000 Kootenai). On an island
off the Maine coast; two widowed sisters move
into the twilight of their lives, where the rich·
ness of memories and the fading promise of the
future come into dubious bottle. The play focus·
es on the ~eemingly insignificant events of their'
ordered lives, ending with the bittersweet
recognition that life must continue as best as it
can. Presented by Stage Coach Theatre.
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., S5 admission. Fridays
and Saturdays at 8: 15 p.m., S7.50 admission.
342-2000.

i'
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Washington artist Dick Elliott for the facade of
the Boise Art Museum,. a refledive light Installa·
tion featuring 35,000 refledors is mounted on
the front of the building, facing Capitol
Boulevard. Throughout the winter and spring
months, the danling colored pattern will
sparkle with reflected light. 345·8330.
February 17 - June 9
TREASURES OF ANTIQUITY: GREEK
AND ROMAN ART at the Boise Art Museum '
(670 S. Julia Davis Dr.). Featured for the first
time in the Northwest are 80 Classical Greek
and Roman works dating from the 5th century
BCtolhelrd century AD.Among these rare
marble, bronze and 'ceramic pieces - portray·
ing gods and goddesses, heroines and heroes,
mortal men and women and animals, real and
mythical- are portrait heads, refined and
graceful figurines, funeral carvings, el~gantly
pointed vases, bowls and platters. The public
may see this exhibit Tuesday through Friday
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m, and on weekends
between noon and 5 p.m. Admission Is S3 gen·
eral, 52 seniors and college students, 51 chil·
dren in grades 1-12 and free for children under
6 and museum members. 345·8330.

April 24-27
PHENOMENOLOGY at the Morrison
Center's Stage II. The annual spring showcase of
the BSU's deportment of theatre arts and the
Theatre Malors Association Includes two differ·
ent bills of student·directed plays that will be
centered arollnd the theme of
MPhenomenology: A philosophical viewpoint
that sees the reality of on oblectonly in a person's awareness or consciousness of the object."
The plays will emphasize experimental and
March 29 - May 17
non·traditional approaches to theatre. The
TREASURE VALLEY JURIED EXHIBIT
plays presented on April 24 and 26 will be
Heine Muller's Ham/etmachine, directed by Flint in the Student Union Gallery. Oil, acrylic,
Weisse; Israel Horvitz's Stage Directions, direct· water·based and mixed media paintings, as well
ed by Donna Selle; and Addid, an original play as sculpture work. More than 70 entries were
written and directed by Jeff Lawrence. On April submitted for consideration, with 25 pieces
25 and 27, James B. Fiskwill direct Poor Folks' selected from the following Treasure Valley
artists: David Scott, Ginny Clark, Sheila Hudson,
Pleasure by LenJenkins, and directors Dono
Lou Ray, Michele Chmielewski, Arlene Keller
Madden and Sam Read will present their origi·
Cook, Sandy Marostica, Katherine Cepek, Arin
nal dramas Drop and Cords. 8 p.m.S4 general,
Lindstrom, Scott Kolbo, Carolyn Craven, I.
S3 students under 18 at the door. 385·3980.
Deely, Debra Mulnick, Katie Hutchinson,
Nannette O'Reilly, Daniel Lorson and Glynis
April 25, 26, 27; May 2, 3, 4
Calhoun. Free.
VANITIES at the Boise Alano Club (3820
Cassia). This ploy focuses on three women as
they make their journey through life. The audio April 1 - 30
BONY PEACHER at·Coffee·News·Coffee·
ence meets these women as they are gathered
News (801 W. Main St.). Recent acrylic and oil
around vanity tables, preparing for significant
paintings. 344·7661.
events in their lives: first as they contemplate
their imminent graduation from high school
and speculate on where their paths might lead, April 4 - 30
INTERPRETIVE, ICONS at flying M (5th
again as they prepare for college graduation
and
Idaho).
The works of Christelle Leonard.
and finally a few years down the roads they've
Minclassical
antiquity," she says, Mthevenera·
chosen. Presented by the Boise Actor's Guild. 8
tion of the gods found artistic expression in the
p.m. (Matinee performance on April 28 at 2
cult statue within the temple. By late antiquity,
p.m.) S6 adults, S5 for seniors and students.
For reservations, call 323·8431; lickets are also however, a more spiritual concept of deity
developed and the statue was replaced by relief',
available at the door.
sculpture and then by painting. Artists during
this time depicted on~ religious themes-any·
On Ihe Walls •••
thing else was considered blasphemous. The
icons I have used here are from different coun·
Through Spring 1996
tries
and centuries. I did not necessarily choose
WINGS OF LIGHT at the Boise Art
the
images
for their content. I wanted to share
Museum (670 S. Julio Davis Dr.). Designed by
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those images that I considered beautiful." 3454320.
April 4 - 30
PEOPLE, PLACES & THINGS at Brown's
Gallery (1022 Main St.). The premiere solo
show fer Boise artist, Rick Friesen. A versatile
collection of partraits, figure drawings, land·
scopes and still·lifes will be on display. The pub·
lie may see this exhibit Monday through Friday
between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. and Saturday
between noon and 4 p.m. 342·6661.

mixed media pieces focus on remembrance,
exile, migration, spiritual healing and respect
for the land and family. The exhibition is circulated by The Mexitan Museum in Son Francisco
and is sponsored in Idaho by Ore·lda Foods,
Inc. The public may see this exhibit Tuesday
thraugh Friday between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
and on weekends between noon and5 p.m.
Admission Is S3 general, S2 seniars and college
students, Sl children in grades 1·12 and free
for children under 6 and museum members.
345·8330.

. April 26 • May 19
SENIOR SHOW at BSU's Gallery 1 in the
Public Affairs/Art West Building and Gallery 2
in the Liberal Arts Building. A one·week exhibit
featuring a wide variety of work by bachelor of
arts and bachelor of fine arts candidates from
the art department. An opening reception will
be held April 26 at 6:30 p.m. The public may
April 20 - June 16
see this exhibit Monday through Friday" '.
CEREMONY OF SPIRIT: NATJJRE
between 9 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. and Saturday
AND MEMORY IN CONTEMPORAR'(
LATINO ART at the Baise Art Museum (670 S. between noon and 5 p.m. ,
Julia Davis Dr.Hresents the work of 16 artists
cifMexican, Chicano, Panamanian, Cuban;
Brazilian and Chilean ancestry living in the
On Ihe Field•••
United States. Their paintings, installatio~s and

April 18 - May 1
EARTH DAY GALLERY at Dreamwalker
(1015 W.Main St.). Showcase several local
artists' work in photography, painting and
drawing. The event is a celebration of Earth
Day through naturally inspired art. 323-4251.
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On ,''' Courts... .
I

APR1126"28
BIG SKY CONfERENCE MEN'S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS 01 the oUldoor lennis
courts. Free. 334·2641.

Around IheCommunily •••
Wednesday,Aprd
24
.,.; 40 fOOT fALl, MALNUTRITION &
. SUBURBAN VERMIN 01 The Crazy, Horse
(1519 Main 51.). All ages. S5 ·cover. 343·0886.
1000 MONA lISAS, SIMPLE &
JACKSON THORNE 01 Neurolux (l11 N.
l11h 51.). Ages 21 and older. 343·0886.
W.C. CLARK 01 Blues Bouquel (1010
Main SU. Ages 21 and oMer. SS cover. 345- .
6605;
SAM GRIESBAUM, BRIAN WALTERS

A-BOMB SHOES at Tom Grainev's (6th
and Main). 9:30 p.m~ Ages 21 and older. 3452505.
THE CLUB at Gralney's Basement (6th
and Main). Ages 21 and older. 9~. 345·
2505.

r- -

friday, Aprd 26
POINT BREAK 01 the Special Events·· .
Center. Sponsored by Ihe Studenl Program~ .•.
Boord. 11 p.m. S2 general, Sl sludents, faculty
and slaff. 385·3655.
SHHHH DON'T TELL ANYONE 01
Dreamwalker (1015 W.Main 51.). Discreel~
check oUllhe positive dance vibes and inlimale
coffee club experience with special guesl DJs
spinning a kaleidoscope of House lechno, rave,
. Irance, relro and lribal mixes. S5. Midnlghllo .
4 a.m. 343·4196.
MOLOTOV COCKTAIL, WAfFLESTOMPER & LOOKING JONNY 01The
Crazy Horse (1519 Main SI.). All ages. S5
cover. 343·0886.

& EllEN ZACHARY at the Funny 80ne (81h

Sireel Markel Place). Ages 21 and older 331·
2663.
e .

•.Saturday, April 27
QUARTmO GELATO In the Morrison
Center Main' Hall. Presented by IJA Productions.'
8 p.m. TIckets: SISal Seled·A·Seol. 385·1110.

_. - -

f

JEFF BEERS 01 Flying M (51h and Idaho).
Acoustic guilar and voculs; heard on KF95 and
KBSU.9·11 :30 p.m. 345·4320.

=---=, .... ~=.-=-=, =---....
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• . ISU QUADANG1ETRACKAND
fiELD MEET al8ronco SI~diuni. 385·365r

~ •.•

'tliAIitt
BASKETBALL GAME in the
Bronco Gym., p.m. 385·1285.

TRIBAj NIGHT 01 Oreamwalker (1015
W. MainSI.).tPpen invitation 10 tribal drummers and etlwic musicians 10 come filllhe cof·
fee house wi", drummin', dantin' and lovin'.
No cover. 8-1 p.m. 343·4196.

··'HE RivE 01 Oreamwalker (1015 W.
Main 51.). O.lUFFRAFF carries ihe lorm into a
new season ctt new music and fresh altitude
with Ihe Iradfiional Oreamwalker style of halefree and borlto be anything and everylhing.
S5. 12 a.m.f1 a.m. 343·4196.
SACREI REICH AND GUESTS 01The
Crazy Horse 1519 Main 51.). Allages. Tickets:
S7.50. AvailqjJle 01 Downlown Record
Exchange. 343-0886.
~

MICH~L AUSTIN 01 Koffee Klatsch
(409 S. 81h Sf.). 9·11 p.m. 345-0452.

I

JEFF B,RS 01 Flying M (5th and Idaho).
Acoustic gUi~qrand vocals; heard on KF95 and
KBSU.9·11.30 p.m. 345·4320.

A-BOMB SHOES 01 Tom Grainey's (61h
and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and older. 345·
REBECCA scon 01 Koffee Klalsch (409
2505.
. S. 81h SI.). 9·11
I
PORTp.m. 345-0452.
LAND
THE CLUB 01 Grainey's Basemenl (6th
WOMEN IN
PORTand Main). Ages 21 and older. 9 p.m. 345:
RHYTHM
LAND WOMEN
2505.
AND
BLUES
IN RHYTHM
&
THE
AU·
AND BLUES &
STAR PORT·
THE ALL-STAR
Thursday, April 25
LAND BAND
PORTLAND
DANCE FOR DIVERSITY 01 Student
at
Blues
BAND 01 Blues
Unlon'~uilding's Jordan 0 Ballroom. OJ Vanna
Bouquet
will spin House, lechno and dance music. Local Bouquel (1010
(1010 Main
band Simple will perform. Sponsored by BGLAO. Main SI.).Ages
51.).
Ages 21
21 and older. S6
8 p.m .• midnlghl. 345·2789.
and
older.
$6
cover. 345·
cover. 345·
6605.
POETRY NIGHT 01 Dreamwalker (1015
6605.
W. Main SI.). Enjoy an eclectic evening of poel·
SAM
ry hosled by Ms. D and Ms. Elle, self·proGRIESBAUM,
SAM
claimed vanguards of the open mic, live from
BRIAN
WALTERS
&
ELLEN
ZACHARY
01
GRIESBAUM,
BRIAN
WALTERS
&
ELLEN
'he world's mosl comfortable couch in true cof·
the
Funny
Bone
(8th
Streel
Markel
Place).
Ages
ZACHARY
at
the
Funny
Bone
(8th
Slreel
feehouse tradition. tjo cover. 7:30·9:30 p.m.
21 and older. 331-2663.
j
Markel Place). Ages 21 and older. 331·2663.
343·4196.
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Sunday, Aprl28
CONCERTO ARIA CONCERlin Ihe
Morrison (enler Main Hall. 7:30 p.m. Presented
by Ihe BSU musicdepartmenl. Tickets: $S gen·
eral, S3seniors and free 10 BSU students, farol·
tv and slaff. 385·3980.
JOE BALDASSARRE 01 Coffee·News·
Coffee·News (801 W. Main SU. Classical and
Baroque gUllar..3·6 p.m. 344·7661.
THE DREADBEATS 01 Blues Bouquel
(1010 Main 51.). Ages 21 and older. Music
begins 018 p.m. No cover 345·6605.
SAM GRIESBAUM, BRIAN WALTERS
& ELLEN ZACHARY 01 Ihe Funny Bone (81h

Street Market Place). Ages 21 and older. 331·
2663.
THE CLUTCH at Tom Grainey's (61h and
Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and older. 345-2505.
DJ KEVIN 01 Neurolux (111 N. 11tho
51.). Ages 21 and older. 343·0886.

••

Monday, April 29
(ALOBO 01 Blues Bouquel (1010 Main .
51.). S6 Cover. 345·6605.
FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS 01
Tom Grainey's (61h and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages
21 gnd older. 345·2505.

Tuesday, April 30
JAM NIGHT WITH THE HOOCHIE
(OOCHIE MEN 01 Blues Bouquel (1010 Main
51.). Ages 21 and older. No cover. 345·6605.
FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS 01
Tom Grainey's (61h and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages
21 and older. 345·2505.
OPEN MIC WITH THE PEACHES 01
Neurolux (111 N. 11lh 51.). No cover. 3430886.

100".:' PURE 'IDRElllllE

DJ TIM at Neurolux (111 N. 11th 51.).
Ages'nand older. No cover. Soc drafts. 343·
0886.
THE HOOCHIE COOCHIE MEN 01 Blues
Bouquel (1010 Main 51.). Ages 21 and older.
No cover. 345·6605. .
SAMGRIESBAUM, BRIAN WALTERS
& ELLEN ZACHARY allhe Funny Bone (81h
Streel Markel Place). Ages 21 and older. '.331·
2663.

RETROSPEO SPRING fASHION
SHOW 01 Neurolux (111 N. 11th SI.). Ages 21
and older. Proceeds benefit the Idaho Humane
Society. 343·0886.
THE TOURISTS at Tom Grainey's (6th
and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and older. 345·
2505.
THE CLUB 01 Grainey's Basement (6th
and Main). Ages 21 and older. 9 p.m. 3452505.

KID CORDUROY, BALLANTINE & FLY
CATCHER 01 NeurollJx (111 N. l1lh. 51.). Ages
21 and older. 343·0886.
THE TOURISTS 01 Tom Grainey's (61h
and Main). 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 and older. 345·
2505.
THE CLUB 01 Groiney's Basemenl (6th
and Main). Ages 21 and older. 9 p.m. 345·
2505.

Upcoming Evenls
BUSH IN CONCERT WITH GOO
GOO DOLLS allha Pavilion. Wednesday,
May 1. 7:30 p.m. TIckets go on sale April 1 01
1Oa.m. S21.
LYNDARD SKYNYRD & THE DOOBIE BROTHERS at IhePavilion. Friday, May
24. 7:30 p.m. TIckets go on sole AprillS 01
10 a.m. S27.50· S18.50.
1996 TOUR OF WORLD fiGURE
SKATING CHAMPIONS allhe Pavilion.
Friday, June 28. 8 p.m. TIckets go on sale Jan.
22 at 10 a.m. S20· $40. .
.

,
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Careers III

HI-TECH RETAIL \IA\:\GE\IE\T

.

3·STEP TRAINING
-STEPI

You ~reintroduced 10 the retail environment ~d trained on
the job to become a customer service rep, No experience Is
necessary. ,
You are trained in the classroom to become a marketing rep,
with average Income of S25.000 per annum,
Through ongoing training. individuals with proven above
average sales ability and management potential will be
selected for managemem truining (MIT) for preparation to
assume management responsibilities,
Assistant Manager .. ,
;$40K
Store Manager •.•.......•.............•......•.
S60K
District r.fanager,
'
, • : .S80K

fill

• Comprehensive Medical. Dental. Life Insurance
• Promotion From Wilhin
• Extensive Paid Training Program
• Management Development Program
• Employee Discount (Store COSI)
• Employee Share Purchase Plan

1
I·

~

(
,1

I

WE NOW HAVE ST SUPERCENTERSIOUR GOAL: 110 BY 1997
The key 10 our growth and success is our people. Your aggressive arid positive
attitude. cheerful personality and determination to succeed qualify you for our
program, If you are committed to developing your career. please apply In person 10:
101 N. Milwaukee or FAX your resume 10 (208) 377·5290, Future Shop thanks all
candidates for applying. However. only those under consideration will be contacted,

1hJth~p!e~the"fh~ate~whathas·happ~ned

to4he1lieater?"

'BSU'sSpring Showcase brings
by Josh Casten
The theatre arts department and Theatre Majors
Association will present the Spring '96 showcase
from April 24 through the n Half of the plays are
written by students, and all are directed by and feature students,
.
The theme of this showcase is "Phenomenology:
a philosophical viewpoint that sees the reality of an
object only in a person's awareness or consciousness of.the.object," ,.: ..
Huh?
Confusing definitions aside, look for a few twists
on traditional theater. Flint Weisser, director of
Hamletmachine says, "all the shows are real experi-

II

0 different

kind oftheoter" to Bois~

mental. It's different theater than what you usually
get around here." Amen.
Hamletmachine is, in Weisser's words, "a radically deconstructed Hamlet, placing his conflict in
the time of the Communist Revolution."
Hamletmachine plays on the 24 and 26, followed by Israel Horvitz's Stage Directions, directed
by Donna Selle and Addict, written and directed by
Jeff Lawrence.
On the 25 and 27, look for Poor Folk's Pleasure
by Len Jenkins, directed by James B. Fisk, and a
pair of originals, Drop and Cords, written-and- .. -----.directed by Dano Madden and Sam Read.respectively.
Tickets are $4 general and $3 for students and

The makin'g of a sneak preview:
r.~~

~-

-~-

---

-~---------~

-------_~

The latest F&>-:tl'Cand l!i6tIl3-:
and accessories to match.

\

ifl'

'1;(:

_

Behind the scenes with SPB~{ilm coordinato~ Brian Chess
A

Opening}'la~ 2>6d come down and see the 8t1rf~i8t"!

I·tlr:~{j<i<;.

----

clothlngwlth

environment

1.·.mJr(~.G"rlJr. Srid
all d 1\Y~

('''~I<;~S)

ltla.u a3l:

Located in Old Boise: 106 S. 6th St. 388-8752

'II

.I

~.

U

Burgers, Fries &

Coke
~

(~"Blr(~

Chess--has shown two other major sneaks:
Moonlight and Valentino and Sense and Sensibility.
Those films, and showings of The Rocky Horror
Picture Show and A Muppet Christmas Carol, have
been the most highly attended films of the Jail and
spring semesters, that is, of Brian Chess's career as
SPB Films Coordinator.
"Attendance (otherwise) has dropped dramatical-

,

The premiere of The Truth About Cats and Dogs
over, Brian Chess, film coordinator for BSU's
Student Programs Board, can rest again. Rushing to
and fro in preparation, Chess had all chipper and
ready to go by showtime, 7 p.m., Tuesday, April 16.
He explains his early day adventures as "chaos for me." And a
busy-as-helga day for other people,
too, including Paul and Neil and
one John Schalk, the Student Union
Film Crew.
Their adventures started at 8
a.m. when Schalk picked up the
film (which had been sent from a
Salt Lake City depot station) at a
building across the street from the
Erigineeringffechnology edifice.
"Schalk put the movie together
with his crew. Then they ran
through it before we showed it to
the audience," Chess explains.
Then the folks showed up for
Janeone Garofolo and Uma Thunnan in The Truth About Cats and Dogs
the free screening; not as many
folks though, as could have shown up. Over 400
Iy" since the previous film season, Chess says.
tickets had been given away, for free, and barely
Low attendance at times affected him on a personal level.
over 300 people came.
"That's about normal, though," insists Chess.
."1was really disappointed that Planes, Trains
After the show Paul and Neil, members of the
andAutomobiles only attracted 7 people. I really
liked that movie."
audio/visual crew, "broke down" the Trouble print.
As of Wednesday night, the celluloid was on its way
He worked to ensure more arrived for the Dogs
back to Salt Lake City, Utah.
premiere. 93.1 FM and 95.1 FM deejays informed "I have eight sneaks planned for next year," says
listeners of the showing and at times gave away free
Chess.
Passes.
.
"After 2 days, 400 passes were gone from the
Chess engineered the premiere of The Truth
(Student UnionBuilding's)lnformation
Desk," said
Chess.
About Cats arid Dogs months ago when he contacted Hogan Communications Co., based in Calif. He
asked company members to provide a movie that
would be friendly to college audiences.
Hogan performed its duties. Chess received
materials and started promoting a week before the
big day.
A sneak preview in the SPEC bypasses BSU's
budget. Ultimately, Hogan will foot the bill, which
includes advertising in the The Arbiter, preview
materials and use of facilities (such as the SPEC).
In the past year, SPB-under the guidance of

~~~~ii.
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brckosh ~ten
Since their debut with (ore, Stone Temple Pilots have hod to wear the copy-cal
tag. As they emerged from· the success of the ohernolive explosion, some ailics hove
gone so for as to caD the band "styIe parasltes,8 but I'D give them more aedit than

that.
While nilt the most original bond in the work/, they have a/wuys managed to fuse
a good rock groove to a catchy melody, and there are certoi~ worse things in the
world than that.'
.
vrdh the release of their new album Tiny Music. ••Songs from the Vatican Gift
Shop, the flyboys rQOchout for new areas of musical expression. Depending on your.
take of the bond, it could mean thot they've either found new bonds to rip offor"
they're acluol~breaklng groUnd. 1'llIake the loner.
. Tiny Mus;c meanders through a wide variety of feek, from the slow, funky epen_ ing track, "PressPlay,8 to the nood~jazz guitar solo piece "Daisy.8In choosing the
leadoff single "Bi~ Bong Baby,8.MJichsoundsalmoslcamplete~ unbKe anYthing .
they've done before, it's obvio!JSthe Pilots are not playing it safe. Many of the songs
on the new release are equal~ unrecognizable as Stone Temple Pilots material.
Some fomdiar SIP sounds return with "Pop's LoveSukide8 and "Trippin' On a
Hole in a Paper Heart, 8 probab~ the album's bestlrack. While "Trippin has the
stomp of old SIP songs like "Crackerman8 and "Sex Type lhing/ it odds another
dimension with a Chorus from left field.
Among the new sounds are "Art School Girl,8 the lush, Beatle-esque "lDdy·Piclure
Show" and theseH-awore "Ride the Oiche," in which Weiland stales, "Just because
you're so dichedllt don't mean you won't get paid." "Art School Girl8 is a slow,
jazzy number thot verges 011 Sl111nesswith lines like "She wears the leather, Iwear
the mokeup/ We'll never break up, been together a month.8
Tiny Music presents music fans with a new, improved Stone Temple Pilots.
Diehard fans may be th:own for a loop at just how different it sounds from their previous releases, but· Tiny MlJsic shows new growth and sense of ambition that has been
lacking in the post.
ln

Stone Temple P1olots are, from left to right, Robert Deleo, Seott Weiland, Dean Deleo and Eric Kretz

lustl Infide lityI BetroyaU Ah
Afghan Whigs and their Blae
by Josh Casten

explaining the absence of remorse or self·
loathing that Trent Relnor might feel, he sings .
smooth~ "when you soy/ now we've got hell
The Afghan Whigs ore not a happy band.
to pay/ don't worry, baby, that's okay/ Iknow
Singer/songwriter/ guitarist Greg Dulli focuses the boss."
'on some of the darker aspects of human
Amidst all this anguish, though, is a possib~
nature. As the IiIle of their new album Black
surprising fad: the Whigs love soul and funk,
Love suggests, themes of infidelity, lust and
and have finally managed to incorporate II into
betrayal haunt the Iyricallandscapll.
their musit "Going toTown8 employs a funky
This prevalent bilious venting and a lack of c1ap·alongbeat and a vintage organ to spice up
catchy sing·along melody tends to make their
the sound. "Blame Etc.8 adds strings and lots of
music a bit inaccessible. The Presidents of the
muted string, whacka·whacko guitar noise;
USAthey're not. But investing a few mrefullisTwo raw bollads, "Step into the Ught8 and
.tens reveals a dark, passionate masterwork.
"Night by Candlelight,n balance the fury. Bill
Fueled by DuUi's and Rick McCollum's edgy . they are still net comfortable songs. "Repeat
guitar work, the album progresses in on almost these wards after mel In all hanesty/ Repeat
from felt
urgent pace.
these words offer mel If you dare to believe
The first track, -Crime Scene Part One,8 is,
this yourself," aoons Dulli.
like Gen,lemen~ firsttrack,.a lyrical synthesis
The Afghan Whigs were signed to the
of lines from others songs on the album. It
Seonle·based Sub Pop label when it was sfJ11a
touches on all of the themes thot will be
linle shed with ods like Soundgarden, Nirvana
addressed,sening the stage for the Iurmoilto
.and Mudhoney, but even then they stood out.
come •
They never wore flannel or tom jeans, and they
. In-Blame, Ett 8 Dulli ponders his optiOns.
rore~ relied on raging power: chords. Their
-Blame, deny, betray, divide/ A lie, the truth,
hook has always been a linle more Insidious.
which one W1111use 18 .
. •
Blacle Love Iso challenging, dark record
In ·Going to Town/ Dulli describes a pair of thot ranks with the best releases so for this
lovers as they prepare to bum dawn a town. In year.
',l

...~

,0 right, John

Curley, Greg Dulli; Paul Dumfgnanf and Rfck McCollum
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artists.
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eGG sal at nails
only $311wllh
sludanll.D.

$15 for Manicures
$30 for Pedicures '---'-~_
$25 for Malntenanca
01 Artiftclal
$5 discount lor Students

...
Nalls

NATIONAL AWARD WINNING SALON
INVITES YOU TO START WEARING A
STRONGER NAIL TODAY

All Services Guaranteed

384·9908
126 Broadway Ave.· Boise, I
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It's YourFutureLet the Air Force give it
a boost with:

• High-tech training
• Hands-on experience
• Tuition assistance

• Medical and denial
care
• Excellent salary
For more InforinaUon
call1-800-423·USAF
or contact your local
Air Force recruiter.
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SturgeonR.cordsreleases David Alan
Earnest's latest instrumental album,
Visitrhe Blue Planet

, graduation and finally a few years
, Birds on chairs. Foxes In a vase.
down the roads they've chosen.
Leamto :create mysterious and
ncket priceS for this show will be
intriguing collages by enrolling in
$6
for adults and $5 for seniors and
CollcIgeWorkshop, a two-credit class
students.
Reservcitionsare available
offered June 3-14. This course is
. being offered through the Division of by colling 323-8431; tickets are also
available at the show. Doors open
Continuln'g Education at BSU.
Earnest's first album, The Initial Album, was released
Sturgeon Records is proud to announce the release of
half on hour before,each perfor. The course cavers the history of
a
new
album
byBo~e
composer
Dovld
Alan
Earnest.
The
on
cosse"~
local~ in 1989. The second album, Phases of
mance. Be sure to watch for t~e Boise
, collage from its folk-art roots
the
MooHlsoon
cassette-followed in 1991; He has
all-originalcollection of "new age" /c1assical instrumental
Actor's Guild's upcoming summer pro·
through contemporary art. A studio
received commissions from churches, high schook, themusic, entitled Visit The Blue Planet, is David's third
exploration of 2-D collage techniques duction os well.
aters, book publishing companies, ftlm makers and video
recording and is his ftrst album to be releosed on com·
will include mysterious juxtapositions,
production companies.
pact disc.
Summer Fun Fair planned
magazine collages, abstract paper
In 1995, Earnest won the Nell Shipman Award for
The music from Visit The Blue Planet hus been
for April 21 at Boise
works' and collage books.
Original Music
described as meditative, soothThe course, taught by Catie
Towne Square Mall
for a computer
ing and" a cross between
O'Leary, runs from 1·4:30 p.m.,
Kids ond parents can preview
animation.
George Winston and Pink
Monday through Friday. Noprerequisummer activities at the Summer Fun
Also
in 1995, ,
Floyd: Children especially
he hod two
respond positively to many of
Fair on Saturday, April 27 , at Boise
sites are required, and this course is
"classical" prethe pieces.
open to art majors, non-art majors
Towne Square Moll from 10 a.m. to 7
mieres. His
Earnest composed,
and teachers (K·12). For registration
p.m.
three-move·
arranged, engineered, proSponsored by Boise Parks and
information, contact Continuing
mentString
duced
and
performed
IlII
of
the
Recreation and Boise Towne Square,
Education at 385-1709.
TrioNo. lwos
music.
The
recording
was
done
the annual event showcases youth
written
espe·
in his private digital studiO,
activities and classes designed for
The Boise Actor's Guild
cially for and
incorporating computers and
summer fun. Displays by local busibrings Von;';es to Boise
performed on
synthesizers. The COcan be
Reflections and revelations startle nesses and community organizations
March 5 by
purchased at many area record
include cheerleading, modeling, actthree young women in the Boise
the Langroise
stores, including Hastings,
Actor's Guild's season closer, Vanities. ing, BMXbicycling, tennis and others.
Trio, the string
Record Exchange, Listening
Teens interested in obtaining sum·
This show will be presented at the
Station, Silver Disc, Borders and will be available May 1 trio-in-residence at Albertson's College of Idaho. On April
mer employment will also benefit
Boise Alano Oub (3B20 Cassia) on
25, the premiere of his four-movement Serenade for
at Musicland in the Karcher Mall in Nampa.
from
the
fair:
Idaho
Job
Service
will
April25,26, 27 and May 2, 3,4 at8
Strings was performed by the Albertson's College of
David Alan Earnest was born in Nampa and has a
host a booth featuring youth employ·
Idaho Community Orchestra.
p.m. There will ako be a matinee
bachelors degree in composition from the Wheaton
ment.
Current projects include another "new age" album,
College
Conservatory,
located
near
Chicago.
He
has
been
performance on April 28 at 2 p.m:
Call
384·4486
for
more
informathe
String Quartet No.2 for the Langroise Trio and a
involved in music since on ear~ age, has been composVanities focuses 01'1 three women
Fantasy for, Orchestra. Earnest is also present~ the bass
tion.
ing for 20 years and has been in performing groups
as they make their journey through
player
for the country band Redstone, the house band at
encompassing
many
different
musical
styles-from
life. The audience meets these .
Shorty's.
Boise Art Museum to offer country to rock to c1assicaVorchestral.
women as they are gathered around
summer classes
vanity tables, preparing for signifiFor a brochure, and registration
offerthe special opportunity of talk~
Spend your summer exploring the taught during the months of June
cant events in their lives: first as they
form; call the Boise Art Museum at
ing about art in the gallery and
world of art with the Boise Art
and July for students ages four
contemplote their imminent gradua345-8330.
learning techniques in the studio.
Museum. A variety ofi:lasses will be . through adult. Museum art classes
tion from high school and speculate
'
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BECOMEAN
AIR FORCE

NURSE.

~e AirForcehas a
special place for you. AS
an Air Force nurse officer you
.can put your professional skills to
work and enjoy:
• a team approach to health care
• 30days vacation with pay per year
• complete medical anddental care
,; opportunities to advance
Serve your country while you
advance your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

TOLL FREE
}·800·423·USAF

AIR ..
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ASBSU IS NOWA'CCEPTING
APPLICATIONS/FOR THE
FOLLOWIN"GPOSITIONS.

, THE ASBSU EXECUTIVE SfAFFIS NOW
'ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR' THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS

2 SENATOR AT LARGE
POSITIONS

CHIEF OF STAFF
STUDENT RELATIONS
PERSONNEL SELECTION.DIR.
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
ELECTION BOARD CHAIR

SERVICE AWARDS: 220 PER MONTH
,

~
..

HOURS: FROM 10 TO 25 PER WEEK
QUALIFICATIONS: FOR ,THE SENATOR
POSITIONS 3 OR MORE CREDITS. ALL
POSITIONS REQUIRE A 2.25 GPA.

r:

t

t:I:

APPLICATIONS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE ASBSU FRONT
OFFICE.

GET INVOLVED!

SERVICE AWARDS: 220 PER MONTH
HOURS: FROM 10 TO ..25 PER WEEK
QUALIFICATIONS: ALL POSITIONS
. REQUIRE A 2.25 GPA. A GOOD WORK
ETHIC AND A GOOD ATTITUDE.
APPLICATIONS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE ASBSU FRONT
OFFICE.

GET INVOLVED IN YOUR STUDENT
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT DAN
NABORS, ASBSU PERSONNEL SELECTION,
385-3836
A.... LlCATION

,
'r

DEADLINE

FRIDAY APRIL 30, 1996

GOVERNMENT!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT DAN NABORS, ASBSU
PERSONNEL SELECTION, 385-3836
APPLICATION

DEADLINE FRIDAY APRIL

30, 1996

The Arbiter
invite s s tuden ts to join the 1996- 9 7
newspaper
staff (yes, we pay). We're looking
for
receptionists,
staff writers,
section
editors,
photog rap her s an d g rap hie ar ti sf s. S u mm e r w 0 r k i s
also available.
App l ic at io n s ar e available
at The
""Arbiter's
plush basement,
located
below the
Women's
Center at U ni versi ty Drive and
Michigan
Street.

The Arbiter
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No.5 player Devon Pfeiffer dinched the motch for the Broncos with her 4-6, 6-2, 75 win over Idaho Stale's NicolciJones.
~,

by' 'Michelle Schwend

"I told them today, 'Idaho State doesn't think they
should even be here, they have no pressure, they're
going to go in there and swing away-s-the pressures on
you guys, '" Moortgat said. "I said 'you can either make
that positive pressure or negative pressure and you go
out and you say, hey this is my tournament, I own this
tournament and we're going to take this thing.'''
The last win for the Broncos and, consequently the
match-clincher, came from No.5 player Devon Pfeiffer
(4-6,6-2,7-5 ).
The crowd of approximately 150 shifted to the other
end of the bleachers to cheer on Pfeiffer after Redondo
clinched her match. At that point, Pfeiffer was down 4-1
in her third set. That's when the never give up rule came
into effect.
,Pfeiffer went on a three point run against ISU's
Nicola Jones that tied the set at 4-4. Fromthere it was'
anyone's game. A half hour later, Pfeiffer won the last
Bronco match which made them the 1996 Big Sky
Champions.
"Yesterday I wasdown 6-0, 5-0 in the match and I
came back to 5-5 and then I lost 7·5 so I just kept thinking about that, that I could come back-one set at a time
and just try to keep it in and wait for her to miss,"
Pfeiffer said, "I liked the pressure. It gets me pumped
up."
"We came into this tournament seeded second after
winning it last year, we felt like, 'Okay, the pressures '
off us, but now we have something to prove. We're still
Big Sky Champions until somebody takes it from us,"
Moortgat said. "We just made up our minds we weren't
going to let them take it from us and it was sweet that
Devon, after loosingher first two matches, was the one

that clinched it for US."
Barcly:able to contain excitement, Maim admitted
thejitters}vere almost worse than last year's. With the
smile thafhas become familiar on her face, Maim
couldn'.tcomplete a sentence to describe her feelings.
"Everyorie expected us to win ...and we played Idaho
Stateand: ..it's justamazing ...its so nice."
No.1 seeded Weber State University was upsetted by
Idaho State and took third place in the tournament
against a match with Northern Arizona.
The Broncos foresaw a championship game against
the Wildcats and they're initial reaction was relief when
ISU beat, the team 5-4,
"The thing I kept telling {the girls] was that if they
(ISU)b~at Weber, t,hey,'re better than Weber and that's
what you have to remember," Moortgat said. "So we
didn't get a break, we're playing a better team than we
wanted to play."
Weber State University won the championship two
years ago, last year they came in second and this year,
they came in third.
"Maybe that says something, maybe that doesn't say
anything," Moortgat said. "We played as hard as we can
and whatever we deserve happens to us and we deserved
to win it, and we did win it."
"We really came together as a team," Moortgat finished. "That's what won the championship for us."
The Broncos still have a chance to go to regionals. If
Brigham Young stays in the top 10, the Broncos will
attend as the No.8 team. If BYU doesn't pull through,
then the Broncos will rest up for their first season in the
Big West (a conference Moortgat calls the Wild, Wild
West) next year.

sports
ECJ;for-Y'~-""-~'-'--~-'-'~~~'_.~-_.The championship game for the Boise State women's
tennis team came on the only day of the weekend it
didn't rain. They thanked the heavens above by clinching their second consecutive Big Sky Championship
title against Idaho State University.
The weather held out but the first sets for the
Broncos looked gloomy at one endofthe field and
sunny at the other. In between at No. 2,3, 4 and 5, the
weather hovered ncar the cloudy forecast.
Freshman Heather Thiry at No.6 held a 3-0 lead
midway through her first set while opposite her at No.1,
junior Gayleen McManus was at 3-0 and not holding the
lead. Thiry gave the Broncos their second victory with a
6-3, 6-1 finish while McManus drew Boise State their
only defeat with a 6-2, 3-6, 6-4 loss.
"Gayleen gives a 100 percent effort," Head Coach
Jim Moortgat said. "She's going to be back, she's going
to work just as hard but I think you forget the loss. As
soon as the team wins, you forget your loss. She's a
team player and says 'Hey, I'm a Big Sky Champion."
Senior Siiri MaIm captured the first victory of the
day with her 6-4,6-2 win over Idaho State's Gillian
Brown after struggling in the first set. No.2 Maria
Capuano and No.3 Summer Redondo also struggled but
pulled through a 6-4, 7~5; 6-3,7-6 win, respectively.
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Head Coach Jim Moorfgaf after,he garo coolerj)fGator~de
dumped on him by team mel1)b'~r Mario C~puano';
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The 1,996 Big'Sky Champions (from lefftorighU: TarynWeir-Smith, SummerRedondo, Heather Thiry, Gayleen McManus"Aitita
Pearson, Devon Pfeiffer, Head Coach Jim Moo~gat, Maria Capuano, Siiri Maim, AssisfantCoach Jill Bochochln; ,
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NOW HIli. ~erguson ke~psfl¥ing
Into top position

I

b Mich De Sch d
school records before setting her own personal
s'PortS;aifOr~~en_Y_~~Ym~'_~_~N~WNNN'"~'W"w
door record, and school record, when she flew
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BOISE STATE STUDENT
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
One bedrooms rent from $342 - 417
Two bedrooms rent from $417 - 462
Three bedrooms rent from $462 - 492
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Apartments
are available to all BSU
students. However, SRL gives priority to
students who are married and or have
children
If you have any questions, please call the
Apartment Coordinator in the SRI.. Office
at 385-3988.
.

Our WWW: hltp:/ !bSl1hCll1Sing.idbsl1.edl1/sr1!
housing.html
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Abigail Ferguson-waited for her grandmother to
11.
pick her up every day after school during her sophoNow in Ferguson's junior year, she has already
more year in high school. It was hot where she was
traveled to the NCAA Indoor Nationals earlier this
but in the field next to, her it was even hotter.
year and has captured first place in every meet the
The track and field team practiced every day dur- Broncos have participated in.
. ingthe same time Ferguson would wait to be picked
Despite her records and achievements, Ferguson
up and soon, she was right out there with them.
was working on a low confidence meter toward the
.And so it began. Ferguson practiced, trained and
beginning of the outdoor season.
'.
worked hard to become what she is today:'"
- • ,"She's got to have a lot ofconfidencem whatevThe jumper came to Boise State as a freshman in
er.her ability is and I think right now s?e ~oesn't,"
January of 1994 and established herself as one of the Said Head Coach Ed Jacoby at the beginning of the
top competitors in track and field competition.
outdoor season.
.
Ferguson captured the league's indoor and outdoor
Now, Ferguson says she has that confidence.
titles in the triple jump. She set and broke countless
"I try to be confident because if you go in there
with a confident mind, usually you do well."
Doing well doesn't mean beating Iier competitors. It means beating what she did in,the prior meet.
"I don't go in to beat people, I go into beat what I
did before," Ferguson said. "I don't really get concerned with who I'm competing against."
Pinpointing one thing that makes her do well is
hard for Ferguson. Her confidence, her motivation
and her speed are only three areas that hold together
many others.
"I would say my motivation is just setting little
goals for myself and trying to reach those goals,"
Ferguson said. "When I reach those goals, I'll try to
beat them too."
When the serious side of her emerges and she
gets too serious, jumping doesn't come as easily to
Ferguson. To get that feeling away, she feeds off of
her other teammates. :
"They just did good so that means you got to go
try to do good too," Ferguson said. "It helps me a
lot."
"I have to be serious to a certain exteni:i think
it's when I get overserious [that I don't jump well]."
JOHN TONE/ litE ARBITER
Ferguson has one more meet to compete in this
Junior Abigail Ferguson competes in the long jump
weekend at Bronco Stadium. After that, the Big Sky
and running relays on the BSU track and filed team.
Championships will be held in Tempe, Ariz.

Men's tennis wins two going
into Big Sky Championships
~~=~,~~""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

The Boise State men's tennis team blew through
Reno, Nev. last weekend and returned home just in
time to cheer on the women's team in the championship game of the Big Sky Championship
Tournament.
The men swarmed over two Big West teams 011
Saturday; Nevada with a 7-0 win and Pacific laler in
the day with a 6-1 victory.
"We had a dream weekend," Head Coach Greg
Patton said. "My guys are peaking at the right time
of the year. We keep going to everybody else's
kitchen and we keep coming up with gourmet
meals."
Ben Davidson at No.3 against Nevada (6-1,6-3)
and No.5 against Pacific (6-0, 6-1) came up with
steady victories in both matches.
"That guy is so hot," Patton said. "He was just
smoking the ball."
The only upset comingfrom Albin Polonyi in a
1-6, 7-6, 7-6 defeat under Ole Olsen.
"He played a great player," Patto~ said. "It was

unbelievable tennis. I told Albin I saw some of the
best points of the season with this guy."
This weekend, the men host their own Big Sky
Championship Tournament and they have never
been more ready than they are right now ..
"We're going to Big Sky.Championships and the
Regional Championships probably a lot more confident than I've ever been," Patton said. "Do we have
all the ingredients-are we physically prepared, are
we mentally alert, are we emotionally fresh? We are.
We're not stale in any of those areas."
BSU goes into the tournament coming off of
three weeks of non-stop winning. Going into the
tournament, they are the favored team.
"We are the biggest dog on the porch and there's
going to have to be some dog'>that are going to have
to do a lot of barking to knock us off of it," Patton
said. "We beat Utah 7-0, Idaho 7-0, Montana 7-0,
Nevada 7-0 and Pacific 6-1."
''They made a movie once about a tennis team
like ours-it's called the terminator."
Big Sky Championship action will start on Friday
arid lead to the championship game on Sunday.
·11
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BSUgymnasts finish

with highest road
score in history for
fifth at NIT
~p~~ialto the Arbiter

Cape Girardeau, Missouri- The Boise State gymnastics team
finished fifth among eight teams at the National Invitational
Tournament last Sunday with the
program's best-ever road score of
192.275.
Winning the meet was Towson
State with 194.525. Iowa was second with 194.15. Host Southeast
Missouri State was third with
193.575, and Illinois-Chicago edged
out BSU for fourth with·192.3.
BSU had one event winnerDiana Loosli who took the floor
title with 9.775. Other place finishers included Carrie Roelofs who

Carrie Roelofs

Diana Looslie

took third on bars with 9.9. She was
followed on that event by Leslie
Moll and Jolene Dahl who tied for
fourth with 9..875. Johnna Evans
was BSU's highest finisher on
beam with 9.85. good enough for
sixth; and Heather Werner was
fourth on vault with 9.825.
Behind Roelofs', Molls' and
Dahls' performances, the Broncos.
set one other school record in the .:
meet with a team high 48.625 on
bars.
"It was a great way to end the
season with the school records on
the road," BSU Head Coach
Yvonne 'Sam' Sandmire said.

Tracksterswin despite weather
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Track and Field by its very nature epitomizes
variety. Competitors run, jump and throw, but at
the Bob Gibb Classic hosted by Boise State last
weekend, nature itself provided the variety.
. At various times during the two-day meet at
Bronco Stadium, fans and athletes enjoyed the
entire gamut of sunshine, clouds, light rain and
even a few drops of snow. A cold wind which kept
most marks sub-standard was the one constant.
Fans huddled but some athletes still came through
in fine fashion. No team scores were kept.
.
The Bronco stars did their usual outstanding
performances. Misha Looney and Abigail' c.'
• ."
Ferguson again dominated their respective events.
Looney cranked: 11.87 and :24.01 to win the 100
and 200 meter dashes by comfortable margins.
Ferguson popped 41'01 ".to take the Triple Jump
by almost four feet and backed up Looney in the
100 meters with a :12.21 effort for third. An outstanding long jump by Mizuno club athlete Julie
Bright (19'10.75") relegated the two BSU collegians to second and third in that event, Looney
with 19'04.25" and Ferguson at 18'01.75". Shay
Nielson added a fifth for the Broncos at 17'03.50".
In men's sprint action, BSU's Walter Reed took
the 100 meters in :to.75, while teammate Mike
Brown stepped down from usual 400 meter duties
to dash any visions of glory Weber State's
Brandon Stock may have entertained about running a Reed-less 200 meters by claiming the close
victory for the Broncos, :21.52-:21.65.
In the Ito-meter High Hurdles, BSU's Ian
Hatada (:14.43) and Ryan Renz (:14.45) were
almost inseparable at the finish in their battle for
second as BSU redshirt Egbert Felix won the race
in :1436. Hatada was coming off a splendid win in
the previous day's long jump competition
(24'03'). Renz went onto glory in the 4oo-meter
Intermediate Hurdles.
On a cold and windy day, with his closest com-

~:o:a~i~~a:~:;i~~~:ting

:51.88, a big personal-best that moves him to
fourth on the BSU all-time performance list.
Renz later added a flat one lap effort to aid the
Bronco 4x4oo meter relay to a thrilling victory
over Big Sky arch-rival Weber State, 3:16.443:17.01.
Both BSU women's relay teams also notched .
victories-The 4xloo meters clocking :48.12 and
the 4X4OO meters dominating with 3:54.77.
In field action, Bronco senior Chuck McTheny
popped 54 '02" for second in the Shot Put.
McTheny, the 1995 Big Sky indoor champion and
outdoor runner.-up, wasn't particularly pleased, . ,. - .. with his throwing on the clod, muscle-stiffening
day.
"Whatever the weather, I'm just not throwing
well this season," McTheny said. "There are definitely some things I need to work on before conference."
With Phoenix being the site of the Big Sky
meet next month, Arizona native McTheny won't
be hurting for motivation. The temperature may be
a bit warmer, too.
Also in the Shot, freshman Jarred Rome dug
deep for a last-round throw of 53'0" to pull out
third place, matching his place in Friday's Discus
competiti?n where he threw the. platter 1~7'1?50".
The wind proved to be the biggest spoiler 10 the
~igh JU~p event. .with all approach~ goi~g .
directly into the ,;md, .marks :-vere disappointingly
low. The Bronco s Julie Jenkins took first for the
women in 5'06", almost a half-foot below her best,
while the men's competitio~ ',;~ won by former
BSU star and worId-class 7 6 Jumper Jake Jacoby
in 6 '11".
Both BSU teams have a rest weekend before
returning to Bronco Stadium to host a quadranguIar "War between the States" with Weber State,
Idaho State, and Washington Slate coming to
Boise on May 4.
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John Reide, on NFLretiree and former BSU student, tips over during the chairhoQP5 '96.
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Boise State senior and graduating member of the women's basketball
. team, Lora Loveall goes for two. points and misses.
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Most Sincerely,
Cammi Ellis

} !

Dear Editor,
Everyone seems to agree that our university has
"woefully inadequate" recreational facilities, yet
I've seen very lillie dialogue about another aspect of
our school that many seem to think is even more
important - our second-rate library.
While I agree that our library has very posh 3I\d
ornate furnishings, what with all the chandeliers and
polished wood that's been recently added, our journal and text holdings stink. After buying over 25
interlibrary loan cards just this semester alone, I
finally gave up out of frustration and spent Spring
Break at the U of Iand WSU libraries. Ifound that
both libraries easily surpassed ours on any criteria
you wish to judge them on, except perhaps in num-

Andrew Davie
Senior Biology Major

Dear Editor,
On Sunday, April 14, I experienced an unfortunate situation that not only promptc1d me to write
this letter, but that left me void of a piece of property r formerly possessed. I trusted a group of individuals and my trust was violated.

Dawn Sauve

So elbing Really Tick You If?
write 0 ·Iefter to the editor

.

Send letters to:
Snail ail:

ECiMAIL:

191 OUniversify Drive,
Boise, Idaho 83725

Arbiter@daven.idbsu.edu ....
FAX:
(208) 385-3839
'."
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, by Joe R.lk

bikers! Don't they know the park is for pedestrians?"
Have we come to the point thatwe
Spring cometh and the war is on between the
need more than a simple divider on the
walkers andthe bikers for, our beloved Greenbelt
Greenbelt? Perhaps we should have' it
, Mi~~ Cheney is a walker with an ultirnalum-'for,
widened, with on and off ramps, turning
bikets:~Either slow way down or stay off the
lanes,and a .whole plethora of signs
Greenbelt,"
'. .'.;
,'.,
explaining what ought to be common-v;
. Thoseflght'n w6rds prompted a Statesman' article : courtl:sy"aqd a~pe~ial.Green~el! Green
including a long Iist-of Greenbelt etiquette dO'~;llnd' 1 Beret ,pplice,for~,~ to ~nforce,it., " "
.,t1on'ts:'A:triUfi!fthcfStlggtlstions:stay oit'the righfo{ ,-Speeders
would 'be clocked .and pulled
the center line, unless passing, go no faster than'lS
. ove~\ while' walkerscrossiiig the "line"
mph (5 in lunnels),and be predictable, since sudden
of death" would be ticketed for jaychanges can cause accidents.
walking. We could even have a
Like Mr. Cheney, I've had my share of unpleasconvenience store, maybe a
./
I
ant experiences on the Greenbelt, as both a walker
mall ...
and a biker. But, aren't the rules obvious to anyone"
What's the point in having a
with a little common sense? Everyone knows they're
peaceful place to relax if it's
supposed to stay to the right, those who don't are
filled with a bunch of overYOiJ~
either spacing out or assholes.
,stressed
cry babies? It's real simThe whole point of going to the park is to enjoy
pie, the park belongs to everynature. Those who momentarily wander all over the
one. If we have to start having
path, as they stare open mouthed at the trees, should
turf wars and complex rules,
f)U(.,(<,
be cut a lillie slack.
what's the point?
But there are some people who flagrantly hog the
Bikers approaching pedestripath for the same reason automobile drivers won't let ans ought to assume that they
cars pass them or merge-power.
Though Greenbelt
might want to walk side by side. The simple solution:
territorialism seems like a particularly petty power
tell them you're coming, something like "on your
, trip (say that 5 times) for people having bad days
left," If you're closing in too fast for an audible
(disgruntled postal workers?) or for the just plain
warning you need to slow down or expect to pass
selfish, the Greenbelt becomes a battleground.
them on the grass for a few feet (I think the $1000
Cheney would like to claim the Greenbelt for
mountain bike can take a few feet of Julia Davis'
walkers and for families-out for lazy 'walks in the
~ grass).
park. But cyclists and skaters see it as a recreational
Walkers ought to pay more attention and look
racetrack, or simply as an avenue of transportation
around for bikers. If you want to look at the pretty ,
between two points.
trees, stop first, then look around. Stay to the right, '
Who's dght?They both are..
especiallyjf you're alone. The, park isl1't going ,to be
Through.the.eyes of a.cyclist: "Oh.crap, here's.;
any moreenjoyable from the center of the path.And'
another family making a human chain acrossmy bike if you'heara biker yell "on your right," don't freeze"
path. Can't they see the line? I wonder if they drive,
up like it deer in the headlights, just move over. r:
on the !,eft side of. the highway? On your left, heyl
One other thing, the road on the BSU side of
On your left, excuse me, move over idiots!"
the river is meant for cars, not obnoxious roller
Through the eyes of a walker: "The park is so
bladers making wide leisurely swaths. I don't drive
beautiful I think I'll hold hands with my significant
on your Greenbelt, so get out of my road! Some
other and have a bonding experience worthy of a cofpeople have to get to class.
fee commercial," Suddenly a cyclist from hell zooms
Is the Greenbelt really worth all the fuss? Can't
by at about mach 12, yells an obscenity and forever
we all just get along? Yes, but only if we respect
ruins an otherwise pleasant day in the park. '''''#@
each other's right to enjoy the Greenbelt. Do we really need to legislate common courtesy?
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invites students to join the 1996-97 newspaper staff(Yes, we pay). We're
looking for receptionists, staff writers, section editors, photographers and graphic artists.
Summer work is also available. Applications are available at The Arbiter's plush basement, located below the Women's Center at University Drive and Michigan8treet.

Fishbowl

by Eric Ellis
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Employment

fl',

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS fishing industry. Earn to $3,000.
$6,OOO+/month + benefits.
Male/Female. No experience
necessary. (206) 971-3510 ext
A59032.
Work Smart, Not Hard.
Ambitious individuals frustrated
by lack of options. Leading
environment company offers
positive atmosphere & extensive
training. 322-0815.
Busters, Now hiring. Servers
and cooks. All positions. Apply
at 1326 Broadway.

'..::-'

$ Cruise Ships Hiring!
Students Needed! $$$+Free
Travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent,
No Experience Necessary. Gde.
919-929-4398 ext C 1124.
Internet consultant opportunlty. $69.95. No computer needed. 1-800-340-4177.

~..:.

,

SUMMER WORK: Wild &
Crazy, Can't.Be Lazy! Best
atmosphere in town! Looking
for money-motivated, hardworking individuals who can get
along with the opposite sex. No
experience necessary. PT/FT.
Call 322-0815 M-F 9-5.
Drivers wanted. Full-time route
sales. $600-$1200 per week.

--

Training and vehicle provided.
Call 381-0726.
$3,200 per month average last
summer! Limited positions
available locally. Base pay +
bonuses! Call t -800-377-5511.
Choking on the Right. Wing
message? Convinced corporations receive more welfare than
poor people? Idaho Citizens
Network is hiring articulate,
energetic people for community
organizing positions. Job
requires skills in outreach,
fundraising and issue development. Women and minorities,
please apply. Call 385-9146, ask
for Jon.
Part-time, minimal sales and
investment. Company car.
Prepaid phone cards. Growing
income: 1-800-732-2863, ext.
9501.
TROPICAL
RESORTS HIRING. Entry-level & career positions available worldwide
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean,
ctc.), Waitstaff, housekeepers,
SCUBA dive leaders, fitness
counselors, and more. Call
Resort Employment Services 1206-971-3600 ext. R59031.
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call (301)
306-1207.

r::ggg??±

Announcements,

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Earn up to $2,000+/month.
World travel. Seasonal & fulltime positions. No expo necessary, For info. call 1-206-9713550 ext. C59033.

fundraisiug
FAST FUNDRAISERRAISE $500 IN 5 DAYSGREEKS, GROUPS, CLUBS,
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION.
(800)862.1982 EXT. 33

For Sale 1994 Chevy Cavalier.
Air, alarm, front-wheel drive,
auto door locks. Excellent condition. $12,200. Nothing down;
assume loan. Call Cara, 3452961.

STUDENTS! REMINDER!
ASBSU (385-1440) provides
free legal consultation(s) with
an Attorney for most legal problerns you may have. Take
advantage! Call ASBSU for an
appointment. Attorneys:
Margaret Lczamiz, John
Schroeder
It's crunch timc! I do typing,
presentations, graphs and
resumes. 20 years experience
with native speakers and ESL
(especially from the Middle
East). Will pick up and deliver.
Reasonable rates. Call Terrill at
459-2793.

Getting Married'! Minister
available to officiate. 343-8597.

Fimmciol Aid

Getting Married'! 500 customdesigned wedding announcements for under $225. All acccssories discounted with order.
Call Aimee Chester at Legacy

h@li!$i!*

Housing

Office Pro-Need
a resume?
Need a paper typed? Need computer-related tutoring? For this
& more, call Matt Stanley at
853-3848 today!

ril~Cr(hDndise

-S)J

243·2435).

345-1275.

Services

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to
$25-$45/hour teaching basic
conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or South Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call: (206) 971-3570 ext.
J59033.
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! GRANTS &
SCHOLARSHIPS
A VAILABLE! BILLIONS OF $$$ IN
PRIVATE FUNDING.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.
1·800·AID-2·HELP
(1·800·
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Roommate Wanted for an apartment near BSU. Washer/dryer.
Rent: $270 plus 1/2 utilities.
384-0231.
Home For Sale 4 Bedroom, 3
Bath, 1850 square foot home 1
block from college. Immaculate!
Asking $124,900. Call 3422765.
Furnlshcd Room Needed!
Short-term living accornmodations (April 27-June 5) wanted
in Boise by student. Call
Michael Devitt at 368-0900.
Monthly RV spaces. Close to
BSU.388-0936.

Lot us holp you find a roomato,
soli a (or, find your soul malo.
Tho Arbltor ad sadlon Is avail·
ablo for your uso. Studont
ratos: First 25 words are free.
Eachadditional word Is 25
rents, Non·Studont IOuslnoss
rat os: 50 cents per word.
General Information: All ads
must bo ro(elved and paid fer
by 5 p.m. Friday, prior to
Wednesday's edition. Call
(208)-345·8204 for furlher
Information.
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KIOSKforms should reach lite Aibiterby 5 p.m. Wednesday, one week before desired publication
dote. Fax themtc 385-3198, mail them to The Arbiter at 1910 University Dr.,Boise, ID 83725
or hand deliver them to the plush basement at 1605 1/2 University D.rivo,below the Women's
(enter. KIOSlfpostings are free. If you need 0 IUOSKform, drop by oicoIl345-8204.

, Are Looking For," a BSH(oreer (enler
Room.
Workshop, teoches how toconslrud effec·
noon-1 :30 p.m. - Silent lunch for anyone tive resumes .and cover/etters. 2065
Tuesday,April 30
University
Drive.
To,sign
uPr(oll.
385·1747·
interested in learning or improving their
or stop Ihe center inodvance.
sign language skills, sponsored by the
-.·3:30·5p.m. -"Resumes: What£mployers
Office of Disobility Services. SUB Johnson
Are looking for" workshop sponsored by
Dining Room. Bring your own lunch; .
Fric!ay,ApriI26
Ihe. BSUCareer(enter.learn how to ren. ... ..... ... .
slru[f. on effective resume and other corre3-4 p,m. -Nontraditional Student
II :30 a.m.-1p.lTl.i<lDSlnstitute
FridoYspondence •.2065 University Drive. To sign •
Support Group meeling. Speakers, encourt~oon lunchesJeaturehomburgers, sand·
up, coli 385·17 47 Of SlOpby the centerio .
wiches
and
chlcken.1929
University
Drive;
.
advance.
..
agement,friendship,support. SUBJohnson .
Free lunch fof Visitors, .
Dining Room. For informalion, coli Eve 01
385·3993.
7.8p.I1l.--~aptist(ompus·.Mi~istries
7' p.m ..7 Bisel(uols,Goys, Lesbians and· . Weekly Bibl6SIQdy. SUB HaJch( Ballroom .
3:30-Sp.m.-·
"Resumes: What Employers Allies for Diversity meeting. SUB Foote

Wednesday, April 24
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Wedllesday,Mayl
neen-l :30 p.m. - Silentluoch for anyone
interested in learning orimprov.ing their
.sjgn,lan9uageskills,.spo~soredby. the.
Office of Disabilily Services. SUB Johnson
Dining Room.8i'ing yollrownlurtch •..
, :'

-,' :.. , ".,,:.

", -: " ._:' . :"~<:" "~-,-:~,

3-4.p,m.·. _. t~onlrodilionolStudent
Support Group mee1ing,Sp~akersf·encour~
,agemert,friendship,. support,. SUBJohnson
. •Dining R09m.For information; call Eveot
385~~993 ..
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